


This project will provide a chance to get creative while

- Exploring mirror imagery

- Learning about value

- Practicing pen and ink shading techniques! 

First just to recap a bit...



With some media we work with, we can control or change the 
actual shade of our marks or strokes. For instance, pencils range in 
lightness/darkness (hardness/softness) and we can apply more or 
less pressure when we draw with them. But working with a single 
black pen, we create a value range not through using different 
shades but through creating marks that are more or less densely 
space together. 



Hatching

Shading created with closely 
spaced parallel lines. 



Cross-hatching

Shading created with closely 
spaced parallel lines that are 

placed at an angle to one another.



Contour

Like hatching and cross-hatching 
but the lines curve to follow the 

contours of the subject.



Stippling

Shading created with dots or 
small spots.  



Scumbling

Shading created with tiny circles.



You can use any of these 
techniques to shade the 
full range of the value 
scale:



Pick an image to draw that seems interesting to you. It can be 
anything. Look for something that has a wide value range and that 
you think would look interesting mirrored. 



Symmetrical images will not look especially interesting mirrored:



Symmetrical images will not look especially interesting mirrored:



Images with asymmetries will make a more dynamic composition.



Images with asymmetries will make a more dynamic composition.



Images with asymmetries will make a more dynamic composition.



Images with asymmetries will make a more dynamic composition.



Take ten minutes to choose your image and then we’ll come back 
together.



Once you have your image chosen, take a moment to email me your 
image-- moriah.clayton@duke.edu



Next, take a piece of your white paper and fold it in half. Sketch 
your image in pencil on half of the paper.



Once you have your sketch the way you want it, commit the image 
to paper with your ink pen!



Next, fold your paper in half with the drawn image on the outside!



Rest your folded paper against the window with the blank side 
towards you. You should you able to see and trace a mirror image of 
your drawing this way.



Unfold your paper and commit the second side to pen just as you 
did the first.



By now I will have emailed you back two images. 1.) a black & 
white version of what you originally sent me, 2.) a mirror image, 
inverse of that image. In the case of my chosen image:



Use hatching, cross-hatching, contour, stippling, and scumbling 
techniques to add a range of lights and darks to your image and 
bring it to life. 




